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As international teams across the world forge plans to revisit the moon,
ESA is elaborating how best to facilitate this exploration.

As part of its moonlight initiative, the agency is encouraging European
space companies to put a constellation of telecommunications and 
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navigation satellites around the moon.

To succeed, the proposed lunar missions will require reliable navigation
and telecommunication capabilities. Building these independently would
be costly, complex and inefficient.

If this work were outsourced to a consortium of space companies, each
individual mission would become more cost-efficient.

Having one system dedicated to lunar telecommunications and
navigation could reduce design complexity, liberating missions to
concentrate on their core activities.

Because missions could rely on this dedicated telecommunications and
navigation service, they would be lighter. This would make space for
more scientific instruments or other cargo.

An accurate and reliable telecommunications and navigation service
would enable missions to land wherever they wanted. Radio astronomers
could set up observatories on the far side of the moon.

Rovers could trundle over the lunar surface more speedily. It could even
enable the teleoperation of rovers and other equipment from Earth.

Finally, lowering the ticket price to lunar exploration could empower a
wider group of ESA member states to launch their own national lunar
missions. Even on a relatively low budget, an emerging space nation
would be able to send a scientific cubesat mission to the moon, inspiring
the next generation of scientists and engineers.
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https://phys.org/tags/navigation+satellites/
https://phys.org/tags/mission/
https://phys.org/tags/scientific+instruments/
https://phys.org/tags/lunar+surface/
https://phys.org/tags/ticket+price/
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